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Abstract

The development of eXtensible Distributed Access Control (XDAC) systems is influenced by the transference of data access and storage from the local computer to the network. In this distributed system, access control is determined by independent components which transmit requests and decisions over a network, utilizing XML signing capabilities found in the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML). All resources in the XDAC system are protected by the first component, a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which acts as the main divider between the requesting entity and the requested resource. The PEP grants access to a resource only if the second component, a Policy Decision Point (PDP), returns a permit response after consulting a set of applicable policies based on the requester’s attributes, the resource, the action that the requester desires to apply to that resource, and optionally the environment. With Sun’s eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML), the XML encoded policies can be combined among multiple nodes across a network using XACML rules and algorithms to formulate a single decision based on an XACML request. In this thesis project, I build a secure and efficient XDAC System based on XACML, implement an extension to the SAML Assertion design by including XACML Attributes and Results, describe in-detail about the many features that a XDAC System should embody, and show how a XDAC System would be effectively used in modern day computing.
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1 Introduction

In December of 1995, an estimated 16 million users were connected to the Internet. Nearly a decade later, as computer technology continues to progress, the number of users has grown to a staggering 757 million, 12 percent of the world population [Int04a]. Computers have become the foundation upon which institutions and businesses build, combining to form various networks with which employees, students, professors, doctors, and people across the globe can come together to share data. Though having the world’s information at one’s fingertips seems, and often is, a great opportunity for consolidation of knowledge and easy access of data, the fact that not all users necessarily want their information to be accessed by others must be considered. What has evolved with the influx of over 700 million users is a dichotomy of reliance upon the internet for sharing data, and an overwhelming need to make sure that the sharing can be controlled. With businesses and institutions being unable to compete nor survive without having the presence of the Internet, the problem that must be addressed is how to confine accessing information on a network level to only those that are intended to have access?

There are two ways to examine the problem of network security. First the computing model must be flexible, universal, and dynamic. It must be flexible in the sense that the Internet is composed of many users, with many different needs and reasons for access control and security. The components that form the basis of access control must be able to expand with the spectrum of possibilities that encompass what criterion will be used for access control, meaning they should be specified but not limited. The computing model must also be universal, independent of platform and context. Not everyone uses the same operating system, nor is access control limited to individual platforms. And finally, it must be dynamic, evolving with the rate at which the Internet changes. The security needs of today will most certainly not resemble the security needs of the future, and the computing model must be able to change with the expectations of the computing community.

The second way to examine the problem, and the more important, is that the computing model must have the capability of distribution. The internet is not a centralized entity, but rather a collection of decentralized nodes. By conforming to the structure of how modern day computing occurs, network security can be dramatically increased. The division of a single system across nodes of a network enables a division between the enforcement process and the decision process in any access control decision. As a result, nodes in a network can be structured to specialize in decision processes, modularize large systems, consult one another across various mediums, and confer with one another for fair decisions.

The eXtensible Distributed Access Control (XDAC) computing model described above will become essential as networks continue to grow across the globe. In terms of implementations, there are none currently available that encompass the flexibility and distributed nature of the XDAC system. In this thesis, I will describe how an effective and efficient XDAC system can be built using the flexible, universal, dynamic, and distributed capabilities of the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML), and how this XDAC system can remain secure.
in a distributed environment by extending the Secure Assertion Markup Language (SAML) to include XACML.

2 Related Work

In conjunction with the development of the XDAC System, two other projects are currently underway to bring distributed access control to the computing world. Shibboleth and Cardea both seek to divide the authentication/enforcement process from authorization just like the XDAC System, however there are notable distinctions.

2.1 Shibboleth

Shibboleth, a project currently in development by Internet2 and MACE, is an open source access control implementation supporting the sharing of web resources among institutions of higher learning. When a user at a given institution attempts to access a resource from a different institution, attributes about the user are sent to a remote destination, which presumably is affiliated with the user in some manner. This destination entity then decides based on these attributes whether or not the user is permitted to use the resource. Throughout this decision process, Shibboleth also aims to allow a user to control what attributes are sent to the remote destination, thereby promoting user privacy [Int02]. Two limitations of the current implementation of Shibboleth is that remote institutions do not have the ability to consult other institutions or other deciding entities, and it does not use a single standardized evaluation/policy language for access control. Both of these deficits are addressed in the XDAC System by providing reference decision nodes and a flexible, powerful access control language, XACML.

2.2 Cardea

As part of NASA’s developing Information Power Grid technology, Cardea is a distributed access control system much like the XDAC System that is employed and described in this thesis. Cardea implements a distributed security model with a Policy Decision Point and Policy Enforcement Point as modular components, and communication between these components uses XACML and SAML standards. Cardea’s approach to authorization utilizes a SAML Policy Decision Point as a front end hub for SAML requests. To obtain attributes about a requester, the SAML PDP contacts an LDAP directory and/or an attribute authority. The attributes are evaluated by an XACML PDP, and then the decision is relayed to the PEP [Lep03]. Compared to Cardea, the XDAC System distinguishes itself by adopting a common language model for the transmission of attributes among nodes. This model is achieved by extending SAML Assertions to include XACML attributes and XACML Results. An exten-
sion of SAML Attributes allows the XDAC System nodes to efficiently communicate with Attribute Authorities without SAML Attribute conversion drawbacks. And, the extension of XACML Results enables a PDP to send all necessary XACML Response information to a PEP without following Cardea's method of using a SAMLAuthorizationDecisionStatement which has compatibility issues with XACML Results, and must then deal once again with conversion drawbacks. Unlike Cardea, the XDAC System also employs PDP to reference node communication, allowing for more accurate request evaluation and a more flexible distribution model. Despite these differences, Cardea has a promising future by taking advantage of both SAML and XACML.

3 XML-Language Components

The XML encoded languages, XACML and SAML, are the foundation of the XDAC System. Together these languages facilitate the access control process in a distributed environment. XACML provides the evaluation context and policy architecture whereas SAML ensures non-repudiation and effective attribute transmission across nodes. In the following sections, the details of these languages will be discussed along with how they contribute to the XDAC Model.

3.1 XACML

3.1.1 Description

XACML was made a standard by OASIS in February of 2003. The standard specifies a request/response language and a policy language that are both encoded in XML. A request contains attribute information that will be needed for a given access control decision to be determined by a PDP. This attribute information includes a subset of subject attributes, an action attribute, a resource attribute, and an optional set of environmental attributes. A request, containing these attributes, is evaluated against a set of policies.

The policy language specifies the access control requirements that a request must demonstrate in order for a user to be granted access. A policy is composed of two sections: a target and a set of rules. The target describes the requesting parties for which the policy is intended, and the set of rules stipulates the required attributes of a requester. Because multiple policies and rules might be applied to any given evaluation, XACML rule combining algorithms consolidate a set of decisions into a into a single decision. For example, a deny-overrides algorithm states that if any rule or policy evaluates to deny, then the ultimate decision will be deny regardless of the evaluations of any other rules or policies. After a request has been evaluated against the applicable set of policies, an XACML response is returned. The response conveys an access control decision along with any obligations by which the requester must abide when using the resource. There are four types of responses: permit, deny, indeterminate, and not
applicable. The permit response demonstrates that access has been granted, while the three remaining responses deny the requester the resource. Not applicable specifies that the attribute information contained in the request does not match any policy. Indeterminate specifies that a decision could not be made due to an error in the evaluation process [Pro03].

When a user desires to take some action on a resource, the query is received by the the protector of that resource known as the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). The PEP has the difficult task of access control, having to ensure that no requesting entity is granted access to a resource to which it is not permitted. To achieve this, the PEP relies on a Policy Decision Point (PDP) for the evaluation of a requester’s information. In this scheme, the PEP authenticates the user and formulates an XACML Request based on the attributes of that user, the desired action, the resource, and properties of the environment at the time of the user query. The request is then sent to the modular PDP, that may or may not be located in the same local network. The PDP evaluates the request against the set of XACML policies which it maintains and then sends a response back to the PEP [Pro03].

3.1.2 Advantages

The design of XACML offers many advantages to the XDAC Model. First, XACML is a standard. Large communities of experts from various backgrounds have reviewed it and approved of it. The widely accepted nature of being a standard lends a universal and steadfast aspect to the language and any model that implements it [Pro03].

Second, it is generic. Because XACML is written in Java and encoded in XML, it can be used in any environment regardless of the context, making mobility among nodes in a network possible and efficient. A Linux server can run a PEP application which can contact a PDP application running on a Windows server in a different country. Using a standardized encoding language like XML and the universal capabilities of Java provides different sects of the computing world with a similar foundation, maximizing communication across different mediums. Rather than each sect having a different encoding language for storing policies and different evaluation functionality, XML and Java lend a common ground for minimizing error across nodes [Pro03].

Third, XACML is powerful and dynamic. It supports various data types, functions, and rules, with the capacity of extension. Because XACML is written in the widely deployed language of XML, it can easily be combined with other XML languages for building new implementations [Pro03].

And fourth, it is distributed. Rule and policy combining algorithms can combine multiple evaluations into a single decision. PDPs existing in different locations can utilize these algorithms as a means of ensuring a valid decision across a network of deciding nodes. Furthermore, PDPs can request policies from other PDPs on different nodes. This enables any single PDP to have access to a very large store of policies across a network. On a distributed level, this becomes highly advantageous, because it consolidates information from multiple sources. More sources of information provide for effective validation, evaluation, and decision making.
3.2 SAML

At the beginning of 2003, the OASIS group approved the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) specification [wo04]. Comparable to Microsoft’s Passport technology, SAML was designed for Single Sign On (SSO) capabilities. In SSO, once a user has authenticated his/herself with an authority, the authority asserts certain attributes about that user or a set of permitted actions that the user can take. These assertions can later be presented to sites as a means of authentication or authorization without a user having to sign on multiple times. Besides SSO, SAML has also been suggested to reinvent the PKI-model, by taking the private key ownership from the employee level to solely the institutional level. Jamie Lewis, CEO of the Burton Group, suggests rather than issuing certificates to every employee, a company might certify itself and then sign SAML assertions on behalf of its employees who might still authenticate by name/password [Ude02].

![Diagram of Original SAML Communication Model]

Much like the concept of a central authority in a network sending certificates about a subject, SAML Authorities send assertions containing attributes that apply to a particular subject or the actions which that subject desires to make. Unlike the certificate authority framework though, SAML Assertions can be generated and sent from any point in the network by anyone [Ros02]. A SAML Authority consequently has only as much authority as the degree to which other nodes in a network trust its certificate. Thus, the onus of this model is placed on whether or not the receiving node trusts the signer or authority of a particular assertion. The advantage though, is a more flexible framework for a distributed system.

As shown in the SSO and key certification examples, SAML is a very effective means of information exchange. The framework when combined with the XML signing capabilities creates a level of nonrepudiation through the endorsement of assertions, and a level of assurance through validation backing by authorities. In the XDAC Model where multiple nodes are contributing to an access decision, there must be some degree of responsibility. Because SAML Assertions are signed packages of user information, nodes can be held accountable for the endorsements they make in any decision process. If a given node N is going to contribute X to a decision, then N signs X, saying that N endorses what is contained in X. This signing
process binds X and N into a single unit, making the transmission of invalid attributes between nodes very unlikely. And, in the case where a node contributes false information, the binding will expose the guilty party. This functionality is essential in the XDAC Model especially as systems grow large and multiple nodes become active in the decision process.

When incorporating SAML into the XDAC System, the goal was to preserve the SAML paradigm so as to allow the XDAC System to be compatible with the assertion functionality described above. In a distributed environment, this meant building a XDAC System to accept external SAML Assertions from SAML Authorities as a means of conveying requester attributes, and to build internal SAML Assertions containing requester information and evaluation results. By including assertions, the XDAC Model can easily be placed into a structured attribute transmission model, giving it an applicable position and sturdy foundation in the computing community.

4 The XDAC Model

The Distributed Access Control model describes the roles of the individual network components that contribute to the decision process. In this model, there are two main components: a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and a Policy Decision Point (PDP). The PEP symbolically is a divider or gate between the protected resources and the external environment. The design of the PEP is built on the XDAC requirement that the only way to access a resource protected by a PEP is through the PEP user interface. The PEP provides the XDAC System with the following capabilities: (1) Ensure that no entity is given access to a resource to which it is not permitted (2) Forward to the PDP any assertions or attribute information about the subject that have been presented by the requesting entity (3) Create, sign, and send an assertion containing the entity attributes (subject-id, action and resource) acquired by the PEP, and (4) Have the ability to enforce obligations specified by an XACML Result from a PDP.

The PEP sends the assertions to the PDP, the second component of the XDAC model. The task of the PDP is to decide whether or not a request should be granted. The PDP provides the XDAC system with the following capabilities: (1) Builds a request from a set of validated assertions sent by a PEP (2) Optionally consults other Attribute Authorities for more information about a subject or other PDPs for additional policies (3) Evaluates the request against a trusted set of policies (4) Securely maintains the set of policies and, (5) Sends the response to the requesting PEP concerning the subject.

\footnote{For detailed diagram of XDAC Model, refer to Appendix A}
4.1 PEP

4.1.1 Description and Initialization

The PEP is a server application which exists at a control point, or a point at which a resource can be accessed. For a file system, the PEP would either be an application that acts as an intermediary between access calls by a user and the OS retrieving process, or alternatively in a distributed environment, the PEP would be a server application. For a door access system, the PEP would exist on the computer system which controlled the door locking mechanisms. In each of these examples of a XDAC system, the PEP is the divider between the resources and the external world.

The threaded PEP server application has the capacity of running multiple instances of itself on different ports, each instance corresponding to a separate thread and a separate session. By threading sessions, a single server application can accommodate multiple clients in an efficient manner. The options for a PEP server application are listed and described below, and can be manipulated by flags on executing the application.

- **PORT**: Server application port (Default: 1111)
- **PDP_HOST**: Host IP address of the default PDP server (Default: mazook.kiewit.dartmouth.edu)
- **PDP_PORT**: Port that the remote PDP will run (Default: 4444)
- **SYSTEM**: The type of PEP, either internal or external (Default: internal)
- **KS**: Location of the key store (Default: ./KEY_DIR/key_PEP)
- **KSPASS**: Password to access the key store (Default: password)
- **TS_CLIENT**: Location of the trust store for clients (Default: ./KEY_DIR/trustClient_PEP)
- **TS_PASS_CLIENT**: Password to access the trust store for clients (Default: password)
- **TS_PDP**: Location of the trust store for PDPs (Default: ./KEY_DIR/trustPDP_PEP)
- **TS_PASS_PDP**: Password to access the trust store for PDPs (Default: password)
- **ALIAS**: Alias for accessing the PEP key in the key store (Default: pep)
- **VALID_TIME**: Time is milliseconds that an assertion is valid after being signed by PEP (Default: 300000 or 5 minutes)
- **CACHE_GLOBAL**: Activates the global cache (Default: cache off)
- **CACHE_LOCAL**: Activates the local cache (Default: cache off)
- **REQUEST_OFF**: Deactivates the return request option which requires the request to be returned in response (Default: on)
• LOG_OFF: Deactivates logging (Default: on)
• LOG_DIR: Directory where logs will be stored (Default: ./LOG)

4.1.2 Client/PEP Connection

Once the PEP server application has been initialized in accordance with the options above, it listens for client connections. Mutual authentication through SSL is used in this connection process to ensure that the client is connecting to the intended server, and the server is verifying a legitimate client, both necessary elements for security as will be described later. For each client connection request that a PEP server application receives, a new threaded session is made. In this session, the client can optionally send signed assertions containing attributes about his/herself. Because the PEP does not evaluate attributes, these assertions are simply handed off to the PDP along with the base assertion.

![Client PEP Connection](image)

Figure 2: Client PEP Connection

4.1.3 Building the Base Assertion

In this stage, the PEP prompts the user to input an action and a resource, both of which are then converted to XACML attributes. Because the client/PEP connection uses SSL with mutual authentication, the subject-id is acquired from the certificate presented by the client in the SSL authentication process. Thus any client attempting to access a resource using the XDAC system will be bound to the name in the certificate that that client presents, though a client still has the luxury of including a different ID in the client assertions. Like the input action and resource, the subject-id is converted into an XACML attribute. To convey the environment in which the request was made, the PEP also formulates an environment attribute containing the date/time. With the base attributes formulated, the PEP must endorse the validity of the client information. To achieve this, the PEP bundles the base

---

2In this XDAC System the client accesses the PEP through a client application. Additionally, a client would be able to access a PEP through a web site, though for the scope of this project the client application is a simple text-based GUI.

3Refer to Appendix section PEP-local Environment Attribute Formulation for explanation of creating environment attribute on PEP node.
attributes into a SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement which is then put into a SAMLAssertion that can be signed by the PEP. This final signed assertion containing the client base attributes is referred to as the base assertion.

4.1.4 Contacting the PDP

After the base assertion has been built, the PEP now can contact the PDP. Using an internal referencing PDP, the PEP will determine which external PDP should be contacted for the given access control query by the client.\(^4\) The connection to the PDP occurs on the same thread as the client/PEP connection or session. At this point, the PEP has a base assertion and optionally a set of client assertions. Though not implemented in this XDAC System, assertions could come from any other source like an internal database that a company may maintain, or perhaps from some other third party Attribute Authority that has an exclusive relationship with the PEP. Together the assertions acquired by the PEP and base assertion form an assertion package. Here, the interoperability characteristic of SAML provides the advantage of using the predefined XML structure, SAMLResponses, for encapsulating multiple assertions. Obviously, the intention of using the SAMLResponse in the XDAC model is not the same as the intention in the SAML specifications. Whereas a SAMLResponse was designed to return assertions from a SAML Authority after receiving a request for the assertions, the XDAC model uses the SAMLResponse as a request to a PDP containing assertions. Though it may seem like a shortcut, and though it is a shortcut, it is exactly what is needed. SAMLResponses allow for multiple assertions to be packaged into a single collection which can also be signed if desired.

![Figure 3: PDP PEP Session](image)

4.2 PDP

4.2.1 Description and Initialization

The PDP is a server application responsible for evaluating XACML Requests in the XDAC Model. Designed as a modular component which exists separate from the PEP node, a PDP

\(^4\)In the current version of the XDAC System, only a single predetermined PDP can be accessed by the PEP. Future versions will implement the internal PDP
can have dual roles. It can either exclusively handle requests from a PEP, returning access decisions after evaluation, or it can act as a reference to other PDPs and/or Attribute Authorities through its stored policies. In terms of the XDAC Model, the PDP departs from the authentication and enforcement duties of the PEP by exclusively managing policies and evaluating requests. Like the PEP server application, the PDP is a threaded server which creates a new thread for each connection request. The options for a PDP server application are listed and described below, and can be manipulated by flags on initialization.

- PORT: Server Application Port (Default: 4444)
- POLICY: Directory where policy files are stored (Default: ./POLICY)
- KS: Location of the key store (Default: ./KEY_DIR/key_PDP)
- KSPASS: Password to access the key store (Default: password)
- TS: Location of the trust store (Default: ./KEY_DIR/trust_PDP)
- TSPASS: Password to access the trust store (Default: password)
- LOG_DIR: Directory where logs are to be stored (Default: LOG)
- LOG_OFF: Deactivate logging (Default: logging is activated)
- ALIAS: Alias used to access key (Default: pdp)
- VALID_PERIOD: Validation period of a PDP assertion (Default 300000 milliseconds or 5 minutes)

### 4.2.2 Stages of Execution

In a decision session, a PDP steps through four different stages: (1) a filtering assertion stage, (2) a request formulation stage, (3) an evaluation/reference stage, and (4) a response stage.

![Figure 4: PDP Stages of Execution](image)

In the first stage, the PDP receives a set of PEP signed assertions. From the perspective of the PDP, these assertions could have been originated by anyone. Thus, the PDP checks
the signatures of each assertion, disregarding those that do not make the validation process. After filtering out the assertions that were not validated, the PDP then proceeds to the second stage.

In the request formulation stage, the PDP unpacks the XACML attributes from the assertions, and constructs an XACML request. When formulating a request from a set of attributes, the PDP identifies the category (subject, action, resource, or environment) of each attribute by checking the prefixes of URI ids. For example, if the prefix of the URI is `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject`, then the attribute belongs in the subject category. Unlike the current implementation of XACML which allows a URI id to be any type of string, the XDAC system requires that a URI id has a prefix specifying the category. Without this requirement, the PDP could not determine an attribute category because the request formulation exists on the PDP node and because the input from other nodes is an unspecified set of attributes. Once the attributes have been placed in the appropriate category and an XACML Request has been formulated, the PDP then proceeds to the third stage of evaluation.

In the evaluation stage, the XACML request is evaluated against the policies of the PDP. A PDP is not limited to the local policies or attributes received from the PEP. Additionally, a PDP can utilize reference nodes which will be described in detail later. The output of the evaluation is an XACML Response containing the result.

With the result available, the PDP then enters the final stage of the decision session. In this response stage, the PDP formulates an SAMLXACMLElementDecisionStatement which contains the XACML Result, and optionally the request that was inputted into the evaluator. After packaging the statement into an assertion, the PDP signs the assertion and sends it in a SAML Response to the PEP, thereby closing the session with the PEP.

4.2.3 PDP Connection Terminals

The PDP node is comprised of three connection terminals: a PEP session terminal, an Attribute Authority terminal, and a reference PDP terminal. The PEP session terminal is the connection between a PEP and a PDP. When a PEP sends a set of assertions to a PDP, a threaded connection is created between the two nodes. This threaded session remains open for the remainder of the decision process until the PDP returns an assertion containing the SAMLXACMLElementDecisionStatement. In the Attribute Authority Terminal, the PDP contacts an Attribute Authority for additional information about a subject. This includes LDAP servers, SAML Authorities, and any other external nodes which can contribute further information about a requester. The protocol between the PDP and the Attribute Authority would ideally be SAML, utilizing SAMLXAMLAttributeStatements. Finally, when a PDP requires more policies to make an accurate decision, it can consult other external PDPs through the reference PDP terminal by requesting policies that the deciding PDP does not own, or it can send all available attributes on to an external PDP, relinquishing the entire request evaluation.
4.2.4 Receiving Attributes versus an XACML Request

One of the significant differences between the XDAC model and a non-distributed access control model using XACML is what the PDP receives from the PEP. In a non-distributed environment, the PEP can formulate the request and hand it to the PDP for evaluation. In the XDAC model though, and as described above, the PDP receives sets of attributes. The advantage of sending attributes rather than a request in a distributed environment is that it allows the PDP to accumulate data from multiple sources, decide on which data is valid, and then combine all the data into a single request. By limiting the input from other nodes to only attributes, the PDP maintains a very simple and efficient protocol which allows any sending node to only be concerned with bundling the attributes.  

4.2.5 Reference Node Connections

One of the advantages of a distributed system is that any given PDP node can know everything without really knowing anything. This illogical concept can be attributed to Reference Nodes. So long as a PDP knows who to trust and how to contact those that are trusted, it has a wealth of access points in a network for acquiring any information that it does not already have. With the trust model already built into the XDAC System, the only question that remains is where to implement the functionality. Because contacting a reference node is dependent on the evaluation process, the information about reference nodes should be included within the policies.

The two circumstances when a PDP would contact a reference node are either to acquire more attributes about a subject from an Attribute Authority or to use the policies of another PDP. In either case, the difficult aspect of having reference nodes in the XDAC System is that a PDP must know where to find them, which nodes contain the desired information, and under what circumstances it should contact them.

If a PDP wants to know where to find a reference node, the only information that is required is an IP address and a port. With these two items and a proper protocol for requesting information, a PDP has the ability to automatically connect to another server. Furthermore, the issue of incorporating the reference capability into the already defined evaluation process is now only an issue of extending XACML policies to include IP address and ports.

Still the question remains about which nodes will actually be beneficial for contacting in the first place. What makes a reference node A more likely to be contacted than a reference node B? The process for determining this selection must be based once again, on the policies. Attributes specified in policies would be bound to certain reference nodes. For instance, an attribute about which classes a student is taking may refer a PDP to the registrar server. Or an attribute about financial status might refer a loan agency to a bank PDP.

Besides needing to know where to look, a PDP must also know under what circumstances

5This is an example of the common language concept which is described later.
to look, or when is it warranted to make reference connections? There is no easy answer to this question because there are no clear cut guidelines to follow. Clearly, not all decision processes will require that a PDP contact other nodes. Similarly, a PDP cannot always make references because of efficiency issues. Ideally, the PDP should only connect to a reference node when the information gained from the connection will change the outcome of the evaluation. The problem with this scenario is that the only way to know whether or not a connection should have been made is to go ahead and make it and see what decision results. Once again, the solution is viable but incredibly inefficient. In many cases, it depends on the system and the administrators that maintain the system. Still the only automatic functionality available are the policies. A policy of the PDP could specify when it is necessary to contact a reference through the XACML functions and/or rule combining algorithms. For instance, a rule combining algorithm could specify that a permit response be returned from PDP X and Y before returning a permit. Or, if an attribute is necessary for evaluation and not present in the attributes provided by the PEP, the policy could require that a PDP consult a specific IP/port to obtain that information. Both of these examples would suggest a multi-session evaluation process. In a preliminary evaluation, either a typical XACML response would be returned from the evaluator, or in the case where further information is needed, a pending notification would be returned, containing those IP/ports of the relevant reference nodes. If the latter response is returned, then the PDP would have the option to either return a deny back to the PEP or to contact the reference nodes, gather more information, and pursue a secondary evaluation.

By requiring or stipulating for certain conditions to be met before returning a response, the XDAC Model is relieved from the detriment of uncertainty. However, there still remains a considerable amount of gray area involving those cases where contacting reference nodes can be still be useful, yet are not required. What if the original response is deny, but with more information the response would be permit? Or even worse, what if the original response is permit, but with more information the response would be deny? When does a PDP have enough information? All these questions address valid points about the distributed nature of the XDAC System. If efficiency was not a concern, then a PDP should acquire all available information about a subject. If efficiency is a concern however, certain trade offs must occur.

4.2.6 Requesting Policies or Sending Attributes?

When a PDP is referred to another PDP the issue arises of whether or not to request policies or send the client attributes. If a PDP requests for policies then the reference PDP would send the specified policies to the requesting PDP, and the requesting PDP would use the policy as if it were its own. The problem with this paradigm is that not all PDPs are willing to share their policies, especially in the case where the two PDPs are unaffiliated. But, if a PDP cannot acquire the necessary policy to complete an evaluation, then the only option that remains would be to send the client attributes to another external PDP. And, just like the former case, problems do exist. What guarantee does a PDP have that another referencing
PDP will secure all client information? What guarantee does a client have that his or her attributes will not be transmitted across the globe just to check out a book at the library? There is no right or wrong answer. Perhaps the best solution is to have a PDP really consider what it means to trust another node in the model. If a requesting PDP can trust a policy from a reference PDP, why shouldn’t the requesting PDP trust the reference PDP with the client attributes? Once again, there is no clear answer. Nevertheless, this is an issue that should be considered in any given implementation.

4.2.7 The Internal PDP

One of the options that the XDAC System offers is an external or internal PDP. To this point, only the external PDP, the PDP that exists on a separate node from the PEP, has been discussed. The internal PDP, a PDP that exists on the same node as the PEP, is very effective in a local and distributed environment. First, and perhaps more obvious, an internal PDP gives the XDAC System the flexibility of being enclosed. An enclosed system localizes the policies and request evaluation. For a system that does not require a distributed environment, the XDAC system can easily be switched to a single access control system which uses XACML.

An internal PDP is more valuable in the XDAC Model when used for PDP to PDP communication in the reference context. Notice that in this XDAC System, the PEP has an exclusive PDP for making decisions. Ideally, a PEP would have a large array of PDPs to contact for the various requests of clients. In order to determine which of the PDPs to contact, the PEP needs some type of mechanism for selection. An internal PDP would act as a referencing PDP which would have a collection of policies whose sole purpose is to examine the base attributes and attributes contained in the client assertions, and then direct the PEP to the appropriate external PDP. The internal PDP would utilize the same functionality for contacting a reference PDP as external PDPs use. The only distinction would be that in order to maintain the division between enforcement and evaluation, an internal PDP would exclusively send client attributes to external PDPs rather than obtain remote policies.
5 Extending SAML with XACML

5.1 Underlying Purpose

The XDAC Model has been described thus far as a collection of nodes utilizing SAML and XACML for access control, however the relationship between the two XML languages has yet to be discussed. With multiple nodes across a network, an XDAC system needs some way to transmit attribute and decision information from one node to another. SAML Assertions include this functionality, however the implementation of opensaml 0.9 does not include XACML Attributes nor the same decision capabilities as XACML Results. The question therefore becomes to what degree can SAML Assertions be combined with XACML Attributes and Results? To answer this, the structure of these classes must be examined.

5.2 XACML Compatibility Issues

A SAML assertion is composed of a collection of SAML Statements. There are three types of SAML Statements: SAMLAttributeStatements, SAMLAuthenticationStatements, and SAMLAuthorizationDecisionStatements. The two statements that best correlate with the XDAC model are the SAMLAtributeStatement which would correspond to sending attributes across nodes, and the SAMLAuthorizationDecisionStatement, which would correspond to sending decisions across nodes. In an exclusive SAML context, each of these would be returned by a SAML Authority in an assertion stating either that a set of attributes is associated with a subject, or that a subject is authorized to do a specified action. Ideally, both of these statements should fit into the XDAC model of communication between the PEP and PDP, however there are some discrepancies which raise compatibility issues.

5.2.1 Conveying Attributes

The SAMLAttributeStatement is designed to hold a collection of SAML Attributes. If in fact a SAML Attribute were equivalent to an XACML attribute, then attribute transmission using SAML with XACML would be inherently compatible. In the current implementation of SAML though, this is not true. A SAML Attribute is flexible in that it contains a collection of values that can be associated with any namespace so long as the value is a simple type. Unlike SAML Attributes though, XACML Attributes contain complex data which cannot be represented in a SAML Attribute context.\footnote{An XACML Attribute consists of the following: (1) a URI id which identifies the attribute into a category such as group, physician-id, or email (2) An issuer field which describes the attribute issuer (3) An XACML DateTimeAttribute describing the issue instant, and (4) an XACML Attribute Value which can be one of 15 types in the normal XACML package with the capability of expansion.} The depth and detail of the XACML Attribute exceeds the capabilities of the SAML Attribute, making the two languages incompatible at the attribute level.
5.2.2 Decisions Statements

Another discrepancy between SAML and XACML is the description level of decision statements. Through the SAML Authorization Decision Statement, SAML conveys subject attributes, a decision, a resource, a collection of actions, and evidence about the decision. Though this information is extensive and detailed, in the XDAC Model a response from a PDP needs to encompass the same range of data contained in an XACML Result.\(^7\) Despite the SAMLAuthorizationDecisionStatement sharing the functionality of authorizing with the XACML Result, the detail of the XACML Result dismisses any notion of combining the two languages without modifications. For instance, the scope of an XACML decision exceeds the scope of allowable types for a SAML decision. An XACML decision can be either Permit, Deny, Indeterminate, or Not Applicable while a SAML decision can only be Permit, Deny, or Indeterminate. The additional decision type in XACML identifies important information about a PDP evaluation, and thus it should be present in the communication protocol. Furthermore, the SAMLAuthorizationDecisionStatement does not include XACML obligation capabilities which will be a necessary element in granting access of a resource because a policy might specify certain conditions that must be fulfilled first.

The degree to which SAML and XACML differ makes any attempt at incorporating the two languages impossible unless modifications occur. The problem, as described above, stems from the differences between SAML Attributes and XACML Attributes, and the differences between SAML Decision Statements and XACML Results. As a result, if SAML and XACML are to be incorporated, SAML must be extended.

5.3 Extending SAML

When extending a language, consideration must be given to its structure and design in order to avoid incompatibility issues or limiting the original capabilities of the language. In terms of extending SAML, this means that any modifications that are required for adopting XACML Attributes and Results should not in any way affect the original functionality of SAML. Therefore, choosing the right extension point is imperative.

The most logical, and efficient extension point was the SAML statement class because (1) it is the base component of a SAMLAssertion, and (2) it best resembles the desired functionality requiring very little modification if new subclasses were added. The goal therefore was to create subclasses of the SAMLStatement which would contain XACML Attributes rather than SAML Attributes, or in the case of decision responses, XACML Results rather than SAMLDecisionStatements. The advantage of extending on the SAML Statement level is that the template for SAML Assertions remains the same and the abstraction level is consistent with the properties of what a SAMLStatement encompasses.

\(^7\)An XACML Result contains the decision, the status, the resource identifier, and the set of obligations that the PEP must enforce when granting access of a resource.
The two SAMLStatement subclass extensions that were made to SAML were a SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement and a SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement. The SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement contains a SAML Subject and a collection of XACML Attributes. The SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement contains a SAML Subject, XACML Result, and an optional field for an XACML Request. The inclusion of the XACML Request enables a PDP to send the request used in the decision process to the PEP, thereby allowing the PEP to know exactly what attributes were used in the decision process, including those attributes from reference nodes which the PEP would not otherwise have known. In both the SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement and the SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement, a SAMLSubject field was included to allow for additionally subject information in the statement. By extending SAML, conversion techniques are avoided, efficiency is maximized, and the system as a whole shares a common language among the distributed nodes.

6 Security Issues

Despite all of the advantages of a XDAC System, the ultimate question is whether or not security can be maintained on a distributed level? If the scalability of the system increases then so will the vulnerabilities. Who can a PEP trust? Who can a PDP trust? How can communication between components remain private? Can the system still be efficient if it is distributed? Can components be held liable for how they contribute to a decision? Can the integrity of requests and responses be upheld across a network? Can the system as a whole be secure?

If the system is to be secure, then first one needs to know what it means for a XDAC System to be secure. The security of the XDAC System is reliant on the following two invariants: (1) under all circumstances, no entity shall be granted access to a resource to which that particular entity does not have access as defined by the policies of that resource. (2) All information used in the decision process shall remain private to the deciding parties.

Security in a distributed system is different than security on a localized system. In a localized system the containment of the application allows the administrator to make assumptions about how the application executes in that the administrator has the capability of maintaining that application. In a distributed system however, the system is distributed over multiple nodes, most of which do not belong to the host server. Information that originated at an LDAP server, may be sent in an assertion to a client, then on to the PEP, then on the PDP for evaluation, and then finally back to the PEP in a response. And in between each of these nodes, this information travels through the open highways of the internet where hypothetically anyone can see the data or even modify it. Who is to say that this modification will never occur, or even that the destination nodes are who they say they are? What if the alleged IP address of a PDP is actually the IP of a devious client trying to access the bank records of a company? Then that client can formulate any decision that he or she desires. Security

---

8Returning the XACML request was suggested in the SAML Profile for XACML. Refer to [AL04]
is a major issue of the XDAC System. It relies on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), logging, client abstraction, and principles of trust.

6.1 PKI

PKI is the combination of software, encryption technologies and services that enables enterprises to protect the security of their communications [Ver04]. By integrating digital certificates, public-key cryptography, and certificate authorities, PKI secures transmission between nodes in a network. Specifically, in the XDAC Model, PKI is responsible for authenticating entities, ensuring liability, encrypting data sent over links, and maintaining integrity in communication.

6.1.1 SSL

One of the technologies that has resulted from PKI is Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol. In the XDAC System, SAML Assertions are sent over SSL between any two nodes including client-PEP, PEP-PDP, and PDP-Reference nodes. SSL can authenticate clients and servers, and provides strong encryption of the data, keeping all information within that data private to the sender and intended receiver. SSL ensures no alterations to the data providing a high level of integrity in communication [Net04]. For each of the links in the XDAC System, Java SSL has been implemented with the requirement of mutual authentication. Mutual authentication is necessary in the XDAC System because mutual trust must be verified in order to maintain the invariants. It especially is useful in the authentication of a client by the PEP because the PEP uses the subject information contained in the certificate presented through SSL as an XACML subject-id attribute which will eventually be a central component in the XACML request. With SSL, any node B receiving data from a node A in the XDAC model is ensured the following: the data really did come from A, the data has not been modified in transit, and no other entity has seen the data.

Now, the only question is whether or not A is really A? This is where the XDAC model relies on PKI. Each certificate presented in the SSL protocol is digitally signed by a certificate authority.\footnote{Ideally the certificate authority is a trusted third party that can verify the identity of a user who requests a certificate. In this XDAC System however, all certificates are self-signed in order to preserve the simplicity of the XDAC model.} If the receiver of the certificate trusts the signer, then that public key belongs to the entity described in the certificate. If A presents a certificate during SSL, the only entity that can complete the SSL handshake with B is the owner of the corresponding private key of which should be A.

9Ideally the certificate authority is a trusted third party that can verify the identity of a user who requests a certificate. In this XDAC System however, all certificates are self-signed in order to preserve the simplicity of the XDAC model.
6.1.2 Digital Signatures

Outside of the SSL protocol, digital signatures provide nonrepudiation and integrity. If the first invariant is to be held true, and if the distributed property of the XDAC system is to be effective, then each node that contributes to a decision should be responsible for the data that it contributes. SAML Assertions include XML signing which, if used, bind all the information contained in that assertion to the owner of the private key used for signing. A signed assertion also guarantees that the contents of the assertion have not been modified, increasing the integrity of the data.

One might ask why signing is even necessary when all data transmitted between any two nodes uses SSL protocol which already guarantees integrity and privacy among other things? Signed assertions give the XDAC System nonrepudiation by offering proof of contribution and actions by any particular node in a session. A signed assertion can later be shown to a third party to prove the link between the signer and that assertion. For example, if A sends B attribute information which will be an active component in what type of response B returns, then B wants to make sure that A is responsible for all information it sent. If A signs the assertion which contains the attribute information, then B can always provea to any third party C, that A vouched for that attribute information.

6.1.3 Validating Assertions

When receiving an assertion, a server application must first validate the signature. The validation process includes four steps: (1) verify that the assertion is signed (2) verify that the signature is accurate (3) verify that the current date/time falls between the validity data/time boundaries of the assertion, and (4) verify that the signer is trusted. If any of these steps fail, the validate function in the XDAC System throws an exception because no entity can be held liable for that assertion, and thus it cannot be trusted. Liability closes the gaps between nodes and puts them face to face in a closed room where everyone is aware of the decision process, and everyone is aware of each other. This awareness backed by the mathematical theory of digital signatures binds a node and a SAML Assertion into a single inseparable unit. The strength of this binding is the backbone of the XDAC Model, and a key element in distribution.

6.2 Logs

As a means of storing signed assertions along with a variety of other data, both the PEP and PDP have logging capabilities built into their functionality. All logs are stored in the log directory which defaults as ./LOG. Each time the server application is initialized, a new log file is created in the log directory. The naming conventions for log files are date-time.log (example: Sat Apr 24 12:58:43 EDT 2004.log), where the date-time corresponds to the exact date and time when the server application was initialized on the server host system. Every
24 hours a new log file is created, using the same directory and naming conventions. Because the log functionality is active at the onset of the server initialization, the logs extend across all server level and client level threads, consolidating a significant amount of information into a single manageable file. In the case where multiple threads might be logging at the same time, the XDAC System uses synchronization to ensure that only one of these threads can be writing to a file at any given time. To identify a given session, unique numerical tags are associated with each thread, and any information written to the log is preceded by that tag.

Logging in the PEP includes all of the following: initialization settings, exceptions and errors, certificates received from clients, inputs from the client, signed assertions received from the PDP, date and time stamps, PDP assertion validation, and decisions sent back to the client. Logging for the PDP includes all of the following: initialization settings, signed assertions from the PEP, certificate information received from PEP, exceptions and errors, date and time stamps, PEP assertion validation, and PDP assertions sent back to PEP. By maintaining the events that occur on a given server and storing the assertions that a server sends and receives, the logs are a key element in ensuring accountability and security.

### 6.3 Trust Model

If the XDAC System is to function correctly, all the nodes that contribute to a decision must be trusted and all the links that combine the nodes must be secure. This idea of trust is essential to the security of a XDAC System. If a PEP or PDP cannot trust any other node, then it has lost its ability to consult other nodes in a network. If at any point, a node is falsely trusted, then the invariants have been broken and the security of the entire XDAC System is compromised. The overall concept of maintaining trust in a distributed environment is referred to as the trust model.

The trust model is essential to the security of the XDAC System and the most important factor that will contribute to the validity and overall correctness of any decision. Since trust is based on PKI, then the manner in which the keys are handled and stored is essential. PKI specifies the use of local repositories for storing keys. Each node whether a client, PEP, or PDP in the XDAC System has a password protected trust store file which holds those public keys and certificates which that node trusts. In some cases it is only necessary to keep the public key of a root authority who signs and validates the public keys of others. In other cases it is necessary that the actual public key of each possible connecting node be kept.

#### 6.3.1 Client Perspective

From the client’s point of view, the main trust issue is whether or not the PEP it requests a resource from is actually the PEP that enforces the access on that resource. If an adversary pretends to be the PEP, then that adversary has the potential of acquiring personal information about the client and/or sending a false resource to the client, each of which breaks
the invariants of the XDAC Model. The client therefore has a truststore containing trusted root certificates and trusted PEP certificates. In order for a client application to commence communication with a PEP through SSL, the certificate sent by the PEP must be linked to a certificate in the clients trust store. Assuming that the client has the sensibility of carefully choosing which certificates it allows in his or her trust store, the client can be ensured that the PEP server that he or she connects to is the PEP server with the corresponding private key from the trust store.

6.3.2 PDP Perspective

From the PDPs point of view, trust is also important because of the service that the PDP offers to the XDAC Model in decision making based on policies. There are two possible trust issues that can occur: an adversary posing as a PEP and an adversary posing as a reference authority. If an adversary poses as a PEP, it is unlikely that a resource will be compromised, however, it is possible that the adversary could learn about the policies and thus breaking the second invariant. For instance, an adversary could send a variety of attribute sets to learn how certain attributes affect the decision of the PDP. This knowledge could then aid the adversary in selecting the attributes needed to gain access to a resource. Granted, the adversary would still need to acquire these attributes from an authority, however, giving an adversary this much of a head start is considered a breach in security.

The other trust issue, and the more important of the two, is the threat of an adversary posing as a reference node. Because a reference node impacts the decision of a PDP through the data that it sends to the PDP, it has a direct impact on whether or not a client is given access to a resource. If an adversary were to pose as a reference node, that adversary could control the decision returned by even a trustful PDP, breaking the first invariant. In order to prevent these trust threats, the PDP maintains two truststores: a trust store containing the certificates of trusted PEPs, and a truststore containing the certificates of trusted reference nodes.

6.3.3 PEP Perspective

The view of the PEP is somewhat unique because it has a vital role in the XDAC model in terms of being linked to the resource. A PEP has all the brawn to keep an unauthorized user out, yet no brains to determine whether or not a user is unauthorized. Thus, the trust model is extremely important for a PEP because a PEP relies on the PDP to give it a valid decision. The PEP has two links with which it must be concerned: the client connection and the PDP connection.

Because the PEP uses the client certificate information in the attributes that it sends to the PDP, it is essential that the client certificate is valid. Since the PEP verifies the client certificate using a client truststore, the only way an adversary can impersonate a client is by
having the private key of that client or having a trusted root authority sign a false certificate, both of which the trust model assumes is not possible.

When the PEP contacts the PDP, it inherently puts all of its trust into the decision of the PDP. Whatever response that is returned, the PEP docilely follows. If an adversary were to successfully imitate a PDP, that adversary has access to any resource for which that PDP is responsible. To prevent this, a PEP has a specific PDP trust store containing all the certificates of those PDPs that are trusted. Thus the only way that an adversary can imitate a PDP is by having the private key of that PDP which is assumed to be impossible.

6.3.4 Potential Vulnerabilities

One of the potential vulnerabilities in the trust model is how the trust stores are maintained. If a system is to be secure, each node must have individual trust stores for each of the types of nodes with which it communicates. The reason behind this philosophy of the trust model is that each of the types of nodes has a different role in the XDAC model. For instance, a trusted client should not have the same capabilities as a trusted PDP. If a PEP were to have only one trust store for all the types of entities that it trusted, a client could potentially act as a trusted PDP which breaks the first invariant because that client could return any decision to a PEP.

The ultimate vulnerability of the trust model and of PKI in general is hijacked keys. If a private key is obtained by an adversary, then that adversary has all the capabilities of the owner of that private key because the entire trust model assumes that if you have the private key, then you are the entity specified in the corresponding certificate. This potential risk is one of key management problems and PKI vulnerabilities. As a result, though XDAC Systems assume that private keys are used by their rightful owners, the overall security of the XDAC System can only be as secure as PKI technology.

6.4 Fail-safe Model

The fail-safe design of the XDAC System is based on the assumption that usability is unpredictable. If the state of the XDAC System at any given time is to fulfill both security invariants, then the system must be able to react to this unpredictable nature of the environment in which it is used. Ideally, transmission between nodes would be guaranteed, every user would have good intentions, and hardware would never fail. Unfortunately, reality does not coincide with this ideal environment, and therefore the onus is placed on the architecture of the system.

The primary manner in which the XDAC System deals with the unpredictable nature of usability is through exception handling. If I/O is occurring, it is assumed that an exception can occur and thus should be handled appropriately without causing the server application to quit. In the unlikely event that a server application does fail, it should not affect the states
of other nodes in the network.

In terms of the XDAC model, the fail-safe design operates on two different levels: within a node and between nodes. Within a node, a server application should be able to handle any error or exception that might occur and maintain the flow of execution. This is achieved by catching and properly dealing with exceptions that might occur.

Between nodes, a server application should not be affected by any unintended input from another node. For example, a PEP expects a properly formed SAMLAssertion containing a SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement from a PDP. However, if a transmission from a PDP to a PEP is terminated prematurely and as a result the PEP receives an incomplete response, the flow of execution should continue. In this scenario or any similar unintended input scenario, when the PEP’s XML parser realizes that the input is incorrect it will throw an exception. The PEP then must do two actions: (1) catch the exception, and (2) respond to the client to complete the session. Still there is the question of what should be the response to the client in a case like this or even any other similar situation? Without a complete response, the PEP must abide by the invariants and assume that an incomplete response is a deny response. So, after catching the exception, the PEP responds to the client with a deny.

The concept behind the fail-safe design is to ensure that the foundation of the XDAC system is not affected by the unpredictable nature of the environment. Just like in the example above, the fail-safe design is a two part system. First, the failure must be caught or dealt with in the appropriate manner. And second, the flow of data must continue whether its within the node or between nodes. Because it is possible that the failure is connected to the flow of data, sometimes in order to maintain the communication within a session, it is necessary that the exception handler make assumptions. What these assumptions are depends on the security of the system which in this case are the invariants. In order to maintain the invariants, the fail-safe design defaults to deny under all circumstances. This fail-safe design approach makes the accurate assumption that networks and users are unpredictable and as result maintains the security of the XDAC System.

6.5 Client Abstraction

Client Abstraction refers to the concept of limiting the knowledge of a requester to only what the requester needs to know about a request session. In the XDAC System, a requester only needs to know whether or not the resource was granted, and perhaps obligation information. Any additional information is unnecessary and potentially a security risk. The primary concern involves a client learning about which properties are needed in order to access a resource, or in other words, what a policy contains. For example, XACML Results include three types of deny decisions: deny, indeterminate, and not applicable. If an adversary received a not applicable response rather than a deny response, that adversary now knows that no policies contained by the PDP apply to the information that was passed. It may not provide any direct aid for an attack, however indirectly an adversary could use the responses to learn about how
the system works and potentially where and how to attack it. A step taken to ensure client abstraction in the XDAC System is to limit the negative response from a PEP to only deny, rather than include the reasons for why a deny occurred.

The idea of client abstraction is more of a general philosophy than a concrete security mechanism. The only way an adversary can attack a XDAC System is by having knowledge about how that system functions, and that is why the architecture of XDAC System is designed to convey only necessary information to a client.

6.6 Compromising the XDAC System

Compromising the security of the XDAC System means compromising either of the two invariants. Assuming that all the hardware that executes the XDAC applications are physically secure, and assuming third party PDP and attribute authorities are trusted, there are two access points where an adversary could attempt to accomplish this: (1) the transmission mediums between nodes, and (2) the client gateway.

The transmission mediums consist of the travel areas where session data flows between nodes. Since all communication uses SSL protocol, this is assumed to be a secure channel and not a threat. Conversely, because the client gateway is designed to allow an honest client access to resources, the client-PEP link is an ideal pathway for an adversary. In order to access a resource through this pathway though, an adversary must do at least one of the following: gain access to the PEP or PDP server machine, deceive the PEP, or deceive the PDP.

In each of these cases an adversary must first connect to the PEP which requires client authentication through SSL. This means that even before an attack can occur, an adversary must decide on whether to authenticate his/herself, manage to hijack a private key from someone else, or manage to create a fake identity which is trusted. If the security concepts behind PKI are held true, ideally the only way that an adversary could be authenticated by a PEP would to present the valid certificate owned by the adversary. An adversary should not be able to hijack a private key, and certificate authority should not sign a certificate of someone that is not who they say they are. And because an adversary would likely want to conceal his/her identity the authentication process alone should prevent an attack using the client-PEP pathway. Nevertheless, in the case where an adversary manages to authenticate with the PEP, possible vulnerabilities should still be discussed.

6.6.1 Input Validation

Input validation is a universal vulnerability that can lead to various problems in systems including the XDAC System unless it is considered in the architecture. If an adversary were to use the client-PEP pathway, the most direct means of attacking the XDAC System would be through the request that a client would typically send to the PEP. From the PEP’s perspective, a client is to send a string containing the desired resource and a string containing the desired
action. From the adversary's perspective a string can be anything. If the PEP does not
consider unintended input, then an adversary could cause problems. For example, suppose an
adversary were to enter the following string into the action prompt of the client application
as opposed to the expected input:

Under the current implementation of XACML, the parser will throw an exception because
the request is not in the correct XACML request format. That is not to say that future
implementations may not allow for a more flexible arrangement of attributes. As a result code
inject injection should be prevented by adding input validation to the PEP. To prevent the
injection example above from occurring, the PEP does not accept any type of input from the
client prompt that contains the hypertext characters < or >.

6.6.2 Hijacked Assertions

Client assertions, though advantageous to the single sign on paradigm, present the issue of
adversary intervention. A client who controls a set of assertions about his/herself can visit
many different environments without having to continually consult an authority or present
a password. In the XDAC model, the greatest advantage of the client controlled assertions
is that a client can control what attributes it gives to the PEP. The problem is that if the
assertions are in the control of the client, what is to stop an adversary from stealing and using
these signed assertions. In order to prevent hijacked assertions, the XDAC System binds
the assertions to the intended user. Any assertion that a client obtains from an attribute
authority, in addition to being signed by that authority, must include a hash of the client's
public key. The PEP when presented with the assertions then can verify that the assertions
indeed belong to the requester by hashing the public key corresponding to the private key in
the SSL authentication, and then comparing that hash with the hash in the assertion. If they
match, then the PEP can be assured that the requester's public key matches the public key of
the assertion.
6.6.3 Caching Environment Reliant Decisions

Due to the overlap in time characteristics between an environment attribute and cache element lifespan, caching presents a potential risk of breaking the first invariant. If the cache lifetime exceeds the environment attribute differential \(^{10}\), then it is possible for an adversary to access a resource that he/she should not be permitted to access. For instance, suppose that an adversary wants to access an office building where the doors lock at 5 pm from the outside, preventing all people from entering. Assuming the adversary was permitted to enter before 5 pm, he enters at 4:59:40, and then leaves once again before all the door are locked. If a cache is used by the PEP controlling the locking mechanism on the door, the adversary then has a entrance time frame equivalent to the lifespan of a cache element in the PEP. Therefore, any cache element lifespan longer that 20 seconds would cause the first invariant to be broken. Even though the log will later divulge the entrance of the adversary along with all identification information, the first invariant has been broken. To combat this vulnerability and others like it, any decision based on an environment attribute should include a do-not-cache obligation.

In the case where an environment attribute is not used in the decision process, it is assumed that the lifetime of a cache element will not interfere with the security of a resource. Nevertheless, the cache lifetime should be kept to a relatively short time so as to not exceed any possibility in which a general attribute of a subject might change, thereby possibly changing the output decision by the PDP.

6.6.4 Denial of Service Attack

A popular attack on an XDAC System would be a Denial of Service (DOS) attack in which an influx of connections would overwhelm the PEP server application. Even with multiple servers running on multiple machines, and even with incredibly large disk space, a XDAC System has a limited capacity. If a DOS attack were to occur, this limited capacity would be divulged, and the PEP would have be affected. One consequence of a DOS attack resulting from multiple connections would be an overload in the network bandwidth causing any given session to be uncharacteristically slow. Another, more severe, consequence would be a complete shutdown of either a PEP or PDP server. If logging is activated, a continuous influx of connections would eventually cause the hard disk space to fill, leading to unexpected problems in the server, the most benign being a complete shutdown.

Combating the DOS attack is a very difficult task which is shared by the security community as a whole. The problem is of course, what constitutes a legitimate session versus an illegitimate DOS session especially when many of the attacking computers belong to innocent people with compromised systems? How to combat DOS attacks is beyond the scope of this paper, however it is important to note that it is a potential vulnerability of the XDAC System. This does not mean that either of the invariants are necessarily broken, but it does mean that resources will be inaccessible which can lead to many problems.

\(^{10}\)The time required to change a permit response based on environment attributes to deny
6.7 Summary of Security

If an adversary were to choose which system to hack among the many systems that exist around the world, the XDAC System would be the least likely choice. It is secure and it is effective. It utilizes the power and technology of PKI to ensure that liability and integrity is maintained, and that which is supposed to be private remains private. At every point of access it builds a wall which keeps the right people in and the wrong people out. And most importantly, the XDAC System distributes the decision making across multiple nodes in a secure manner, allowing for maximum collaboration between nodes, without relinquishing the security of the system.

7 Efficiency

Efficiency was a major consideration in the design process of the XDAC System. Even if a system is secure and able to make accurate decisions, if that system is not efficient, then in most cases it will be useless. The efficiency of the XDAC System is based on the elapsed time between when a user requests a resource from a PEP and when the user receives the corresponding response. Considering the events that occur and the extent to which data travels in any given access control session, minimizing this elapsed time to improve efficiency is not an easy task.

In terms of the XDAC System, efficiency is difficult to achieve as the result of the distribution property. Though distribution is the main benefit of the XDAC System, it is also the primary source of time consumption. For each instance that a node contacts another node, encryption, decryption, validation, encoding, decoding, and data transmission all must occur in two directions. Each of these actions takes time, suggesting that the best way to make a distributed system efficient is to make it non-distributed. This of course is not an option. Thus, the challenge is to maintain the distribution while minimizing the elapsed time of an access decision. To achieve this, two steps have been taken in the XDAC System: the use of a common language among nodes, and the development of a PEP cache.

7.1 A Common Language

Ideally, any two nodes in a XDAC System should be able to communicate in a reliable and efficient manner despite inherent differences. There are two means of achieving this: either convert data to meet the expectations of a receiving node, or to use a common language.

In the former case where conversions are made from node to node, problems of efficiency and accuracy arise. Converting data from one form to another requires computation, and computation requires time. Since one of the goals of the XDAC System is to create an efficient access control process, conversions pose an unnecessary obstacle. Additionally, a
certain degree of accuracy and validity is always lost due to either scaling down data when making assumptions about how it should fit a desired template, or scaling up data by assuming certain characteristics of how it should fill in those fields of the desired template that are not specified in the original template. In either case, a loss of accuracy can dramatically damage the reliability of the XDAC System.

The better choice, and the choice implemented in the XDAC System is the use of a common language. If a group of people who all speak different languages are expected to complete a task together, the chance that they will be able to do so efficiently would be very small considering they would have no way to communicate. The idea of a common language is similar. If all nodes in a XDAC System used different means of expressing information, completing a single access control task would take a significant amount of time, thus a common language would be an efficient mechanism for communication between nodes.

### 7.1.1 Choosing the Common Language

Choosing the common language of the XDAC System is based on first determining the single most important unit involved in an access control decision. Once this unit has been identified then it can be applied to the system as a whole. Because of its role as the basic unit of an XACML Request, the XACML Attribute is the best candidate for being the common language. Access control in the XDAC System revolves around XACML and the evaluation process at the PDP node. Assuming that information about a subject has to be acquired from some location, regardless of how that information is stored, or transferred, eventually it will have to be in the form of an XACML Attribute contained in an XACML Request.

### 7.1.2 Applying a Common Language to the XDAC System

In order for the common language to be effective, the application of the XACML Attribute to the XDAC Model should extend across the three mediums of storage, transmission, and evaluation. The storage medium includes all Attribute Authority nodes. By storing client information in the form of XACML Attributes at the Attribute Authority node level, detailed information could be stored in an organized manner while still matching the unit of evaluation at the PDP node.

In the transmission medium, when an Attribute Authority responds to a request for attributes, it can then easily retrieve the data and enclose it in a SAMLAssertion using the SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement. This can also be applied to the transmission of attributes between a PEP-PDP or client-PEP, where in each case, XACML Attributes are passed within SAML Assertions. In each case, the unit of transmission is consistent with the eventual unit, enhancing efficiency.

When the data reaches the evaluation medium, the PDP then has the luxury of selecting which SAML Assertions are trusted and then unpacking the common component in each one. These
assertions can be from a variety of different locations yet at the base level, they all contain XACML Attributes. From storage to evaluation, conversions were unnecessary and unneeded. Without conversions and with a set XACML Attributes, a PDP can then efficiently build an XACML Request for evaluation.\textsuperscript{11}

7.2 Caching

The cache of the XDAC System stores recent decisions in PEP-local memory, making subsequent retrieval significantly more efficient than contacting a PDP once again. After any given decision is received by the PEP from a PDP, if the response is permit and there is no obligation to not cache, the PEP adds the subject, action, and resource strings of the request to a cache element which is stored in singly linked list.\textsuperscript{12} The lifetime of the element and maximum number of elements in the cache is determinant on the PEP initialization flags: cache\_life, and cache\_size. After an element has been placed in the cache, any requests that match the index strings of subject, action, resource will immediately be permitted to that resource, bypassing the communication with the PDP.\textsuperscript{13}

7.2.1 Functionality

The general design of the cache consists of the following methods: add, search\_Cache, and update.

- **add**: Appends the new cache element to the end of the singly link list
- **search\_Cache**: Iterates through each element in the list until finding a match of all three index values. When comparing index values, first the subject is compared, then the resource, then the action. Short-circuiting occurs when a previous comparison is false.
- **update**: A preliminary iteration beginning at the oldest elements in the cache, removing those that have exceeded the element lifespan. The iteration through the list terminates once an element within the lifespan is found or the updater reaches the end of the list.

In order to check if a request is in the cache, before contacting a PDP, a PEP must always confer with the cache. Though this might seem inefficient, the combination of the preliminary update, and singly link list design provides for quick searches through the cache and ultimately a faster and more efficient XDAC System.

\textsuperscript{11}Note: The common language concept is reliant on the SAML extension of including XACML Attributes

\textsuperscript{12}There are some security risks due to limiting the index values to only subject, action, and resource. Specifically naming conflicts might result in overlapping cache indices, perhaps breaking the first invariant. In future implementations a hash of the public key will also be used as an index in order to minimize overlapping indices.

\textsuperscript{13}Decisions based on cached items cannot be cached
7.2.2 Levels of Usage

There are three levels in which the cache can be used in the XDAC System: local, global, or no cache. On initialization the cache level is set using the flags cache_global, cache_local, or the default which is no cache. The local cache is session dependent, remaining local to the threaded session between the client and PEP. Once the socket is closed, the session ends and the cache is terminated. An example of when a local cache would be advantageous would be in the scenario of a client accessing multiple files or subdirectories in a permitted directory of a file system. It would be inefficient if for every file or subdirectory access within the directory the PEP would have to contact the PDP and then wait for a decision. Rather, the local cache would keep the decision in memory and as a result, all subsequent access requests within the directory would be answered by the cache rather than the PDP.

Unlike the local cache, the global cache is session independent. An example of when a global cache would be advantageous would be in the scenario of an employee accessing his office that requires an entrance through a PEP locked door. Considering that employee may enter and leave his office multiple times throughout the day, where each access to the door would be a separate session, having a global cache would provide for an efficient means of subsequent accesses.

8 Applications

Never before has an access control system had the flexibility provided by the XDAC System. The applications are only limited to the imagination. Because of its modular design and scalability to any network, the XDAC System can be shaped to fit the needs of any institution. In an attempt to encapsulate all the possible applications of the XDAC System, three general models based on the arrangement of the nodes of the XDAC System are described below:

8.1 One-to-One Model

The One-to-One model consists of two nodes, one PEP and one PDP. The model emphasizes the advantages of separating the enforcement process from the decision making process, and is an integral part of the XDAC System.

The PEP is the divider between the requester and the resources, and its implementation should be simple and straightforward. A permit response is the only situation in which the PEP should allow access. The PEP does not have to be concerned with the computation of decisions or any other decision dependent problems that might occur. A modular PEP can be modified to best meet the needs of the system it protects just so long as the communication front is consistent to communicate with PDPs.

The PDP provides exclusive decision making to the model. Because of its modular design
in the One-to-One model, it can be stored in a maximum security location without altering the flow of data in the XDAC System. This is advantageous considering that a PDP is the holder of the policies. A modular PDP could be stored in a 4758 security device in order to prevent most if not all physical attacks, and any attempts to access the information (policies and executable code) that a PDP would hold. The One-to-One model is the base model in the XDAC System. It can be applied to all other models.

8.2 Many-to-One Model

The Many-to-One model consists of multiple nodes, two or more PEP’s and one PDP. Any PEP-PDP connection could also encompass the properties of the One-to-One model. The main advantage of the Many-to-One model is reliability. Each of the PEPs consult the same PDP which means that all requests are based on the same set of policies and same functionality embodied in that PDP. Besides reliability, this model allows for a single central authority to maintain the security of multiple resource centers each controlled by its own PEP. In this case, it would be advantageous for the PEP to be stored in a 4758 as a means to ensure that the PEPs are secure when separated from the administrator’s watch. In large institutions where there are a variety of types of resources and few administrators to govern all these resources, the Many-to-One model would be ideal.

8.3 One-to-Many Model

The One-to-Many model consists of multiple nodes, one PEP and two or more PDPs. Any PEP-PDP relationship could also encompass the properties of the One-to-One model. The One-to-Many model is representative of most applications in the XDAC System. The general idea behind this model is to separate the decision making amongst many nodes. One would want to distribute the decision process for a variety of reasons: manageability, agreement checking, consulting, and building an attribute authority architecture.

A common theme shared in each of the following applications is dividing the computational load and decision making in order to achieve some purpose. The distributed characteristic of the XDAC System is as much a tool as it is a description of how the components are arranged. The tool can be used on many different levels and in many different ways, and is by no means limited to the examples presented below.

8.3.1 Manageability

Manageability involves taking a larger access control system and dividing it into smaller, more manageable parts. Each part would have its own PDP with its own set of policies where a PDP would still have the capability to contact other PDPs. In a large institution like Dartmouth, it would be beneficial to have a PDP for each department on campus. This would allow those
departments to change their policies as the policies of that department change. Furthermore, it would prevent putting the tremendous work load of maintaining multiple PDPs and policies on one administrator.

8.3.2 Agreement Checking

Agreement checking is based on the concept of checks and balances. With a distributed set of PDPs conferring on the access of a given set of resources through a single PEP, an internal PDP (connected to the PEP) could require that n specific PDPs return permit in order for a resource to be accessed. For example, suppose a resource was the root password of a system maintained by three different groups, yet not known by any individual group. In case of an emergency where the system fails, it might be necessary to use the root password in order to restart the system, making it is necessary to have it accessible. In order for the root password to be read though, the PDP from each group must return a permit response. If each PDP were to utilize logging, then each group would be able to use the root password in case of emergency, but that group would not be able to do so without alerting the other three groups.

An extreme example would be the the process required to use a nuclear warhead. Ideally the nuclear warhead PEP would have to confer with the PDPs controlled by the White House, each senator’s office, and the chief military officer. Only if all of the PDPs return permit is the warhead allowed to be used. Furthermore the internal PDP would limit the use of this resource to the only the parties above, which would create a two tier access control process. Agreement checking utilizes the distributed nature of the XDAC System in a very practical and effective manner. By separating the deciding groups that are involved in the decision process, the result is legitimate, fair, unbiased, and hopefully right, preventing mistakes from occurring.

8.3.3 Consulting

Consulting is a very specific One-to-Many model type in which the deciding PDP is linked to the requester, and therefore has a better idea about how to evaluate attributes about the requester. Typically, the PEP would be controlled by a third party that knows very little about the requester. For example, a student at Dartmouth might want to access the JSTOR web site. Dartmouth subscribes to JSTOR and so the student has the right to access the database. When going to the website the student presents some proof of identity and tells the JSTOR PEP (perhaps using XACML Attributes or through information in the certificate) that Dartmouth will vouch for him. The JSTOR PEP then consults the Dartmouth PDP, sending the attributes of the student. The Dartmouth PDP then can (1) confirm that the requester is in fact a Dartmouth Student by retrieving attributes from the Dartmouth LDAP server, in addition to the attributes sent from JSTOR PEP, and (2) refer to its policies to verify that that particular student is allowed to access the JSTOR database. If the Dartmouth PDP decides that the student is allowed to use JSTOR, then it sends a permit response to the
JSTOR PEP which then grants access to the student. As seen in the example, the primary advantage of the One-to-Many consulting type is that the PEP can pass the access control evaluation to subscribing parties while still being the main hub for all client access. Therefore, any given PDP can have its own stipulations for access control to a third party resource shared by many different nodes.

8.3.4 XACML based SAML Authority

One interesting application of the One-To-Many Model is an Attribute Authority. Throughout this paper, Attribute Authorities have been shown to be an essential component in the XDAC Model by asserting client characteristics. How these assertions are acquired is actually no different than the model that has been presented thus far. The desired resource is a set of attributes. The action is to read or download. And, the client is either a user or a PDP seeking information about a user. As a result, the PEP would be the enforcement mechanism protecting the attributes, or in other words, the PEP would be the actual attribute authority. This attribute authority would refer to either an external or internal PDP to determine whether or not attributes should be given to requesters. And, the policies would specify the guidelines for what is required to allow access to the attributes. In this application, the policies could also be the mechanism for specifying privacy by allowing attribute owners to modify their own policies.

9 Recommendations for Future Implementations

The current implementation of the XDAC System is a basic example of what a XDAC System can achieve. Much of what has been mentioned thus far is a design model for future implementations and a recommendation for which direction newer versions should head. For anyone who wishes to continue the XDAC System, the following recommendations should be considered.

9.1 Internal Reference PDP

Perhaps the most important element that has not been included in the current version is the internal referencing PDP. If the XDAC System is to be distributed, it needs to have reference functionality for selecting a PDP. This capability will require an extension to XACML in two ways: (1) enable XACML policies to specify IP addresses of possible reference connections such as PDPs and Attribute Authorities, and (2) include a pending XACML response and a special obligation which would suggest a location for acquiring additional subject information and/or policies to aid a subsequent evaluation. This capability would also be applicable to external PDPs referencing other PDPs and/or Attribute Authorities.
9.2 Secure Platform Adaptation

One task that would increase the security of the XDAC System would be to store the PDP/PEP on a secure platform like the 4758. In its current implementation, the XDAC System would exceed the capacity of the 4758 however by using scaled down libraries, it would be possible to reduce the size of the application. Another option would be to wait for the computer industry to create newer secure platforms with more memory. In either case, by running the PEP/PDP on a secure platform, many potential vulnerabilities will be prevented.

9.3 PDP to Reference Node Communication

Though mentioned in this paper, the PDP to reference node communication is not implemented in the XDAC System. The description and design has been discussed at length, and now the only step that must be taken is to code the capability into the current PDP framework. Similar to the reference PDP, the communication will rely primarily on an extension of XACML policies and Responses.

9.4 Privacy Issues

Privacy and security are equally important in modern day computing. Which is more important is a current issue in government and institutions around the world. In terms of the XDAC System where subject attributes may be transmitted across the internet for any given access control decision, the question of who sees what is one that must be considered. One step taken in the current implementation is giving the client the ability to acquire and send his/her own assertion directly to the PEP, choosing which attributes are appropriate. Unfortunately, in many cases, the client will not know what attributes are needed for an access control decision therefore deciding on which attributes to send becomes more of a guessing game.

Ideally the requester would be able to specify privacy levels for each of the attributes that belong to him/her, however in an automated environment like the XDAC System, controlling the direction in which these attributes travel is a difficult task. There are two methods that should be implemented in order to ensure privacy in the XDAC System.

First, the client should have access to all attributes that might be used in the decision making process and thereby specify a numerical privacy level for each attribute and/or exemptions of who can see which attributes. Assuming that attributes would be stored on an Attribute Authority server, this would require a client having an idea about who knows what about him/her, which might not always be clear to the common user. By specifying privacy levels and exceptions, the Attribute Authority would be able to release attributes according to the client’s specifications.

Secondly, with the privacy levels and viewer exceptions for attributes, a negotiation process
could be developed whenever attributes are requested from a particular node. This negotiation process might be based on a progressive model of continually checking if what has been given is enough for a valid decision, or it might be based on some other algorithm.

9.5 Obligations

Implementing obligations is necessary for specifying restrictions on how resources are used, or what must be fulfilled by a PEP before granting access to a requester. Obligations should be directly affiliated with the access of a particular resource. If at any time they are not met, the PEP should be able to discontinue access.

9.6 Upgrading to Newer Versions of SAML and XACML

At the beginning of this project, the current version of SAML was 0.9, and the current version of XACML was 1.1. Now six months later, SAML is at version 1.0, and XACML is soon to be at version 2.0. Upgrading the XDAC System to the new versions of these XML languages would be necessary for security reasons, and beneficial for using some of the newer functionality.

9.7 Policy Formation

As the development of XACML continues and as XACML slowly establishes itself in the computing world, one of the biggest challenges that users will face will be maintaining and creating policies. REVA, a new project which can be found at sourceforge.org, aims at accomplishing just this. The success or failure of XACML and the XDAC System will somewhat rely on the success of REVA as a bridge to allowing administrators fully take advantage of and understand XACML’s capabilities. This project has just begun and will be a very important development in the future.

10 Problems and Obstacles

In a large scale project, what is learned from the first night of research to the last line of code, is a tremendous amount. Building the XDAC System required patience, intuition, determination, and desire. And from the first web site that I researched to the last line of code that I wrote concerning a bug that took me three days to find, I have learned a great deal. In this section I hope to explain some of the difficulties that I encountered and how I overcame them in hopes of making future endeavors by others easier.

I would first like to discuss the research process involved in building the XDAC System. The foundation of the XDAC System was built on SAML and XACML, and knowing exactly what
these languages could do, and how to use them was imperative. When researching SAML and XACML, the question that I immediately found myself asking was how do I learn about languages that are still in development? In general third party descriptions were nonexistent primary because the novelty of SAML and XACML. Perhaps the closest outside sources that I found were brief articles which generally described this new thing coming out, or an occasional message board archive with past emails sent from people as confused as I was. After scouring the internet, the best sources of information on SAML and XACML were the development websites and the developers themselves who surprisingly responded to my emails usually within two hours. Overall, communicating with these developers, Scott Cantor of Ohio State (SAML) and Seth Proctor of Sun (XACML), and familiarizing myself with the code were the two actions that best helped me learn about SAML and XACML.

Another difficulty of using languages in development is that the languages are in development. Finding a bug is not limited to the scope of the code one just wrote, but rather applies to developmental languages as well, which can of course complicate debugging immensely. Thus, it is very important to periodically check the CVS repositories at the development sites.

A specific problem that had me at a standstill for two weeks was getting the XML signatures to function correctly for SAML Assertion signing. After consulting Scott Cantor, I finally discovered that the difficulty was not one of coding, but rather including a missing package. Due to export regulations on encryption libraries, the xmlsec.jar file used for XML signing did not include the Java Cryptographic Extension (JCE). Therefore, each time I attempted to sign a SAML Assertion, I received an Algorithm not found exception. To fix this, I had to acquire the JCE from bouncycastle.org, [Bou04] include the JCE in the xmlsec.jar, and then rebuild the jar. Additionally, it was necessary that the version of xmlsec was 1.1 or greater, though I do not know the reason.

Finally, the most pervasive challenge that I faced was one of familiarizing myself with the software development world. Even with a rather extensive programming and security background, I found that a substantial amount must be learned just to get a project like the XDAC System off the ground. To a developer novice, which I consider myself even still, there are many tools and concepts that exist that no one would have any way of knowing or understanding until getting ones feet wet with a large scale project. The range of knowledge about these tools that I refer to exceeds the current scope of discussion, but the advice that I would give to the next person would be to find the good sites, find the good tutorials, and check the message boards. Chances are that if you are having a problem, someone else has already encountered it, asked about it, and solved it.

11 Summary

Network security is an ever evolving and necessary component of the computing world. If it is to be maintained now and in the future, flexible, dynamic, and universal systems must be used as a means of ensuring the security of resources. In this thesis, I have developed
a Distributed Access Control system which meets these specifications by using SAML and XACML, two upcoming XML-encoded languages for the transmission of client attributes and access control evaluation of requests based on policies. The XDAC System consists of two main elements: a protocol for secure and accountable node to node communication, and server applications. In developing the protocol, I extended the SAMLStatement class to include both the SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement class and the SAMLXACMLAttributeStatement class in order to apply the nonrepudiation aspect to node communication, as well as to incorporate a popular and effective attribute transmission language like SAML with XACML Attributes and Results. All communication between nodes uses SSL and PKI for secure and trusted communication.

In addition to the protocol, I built a PEP server application and a PDP server application, both of which are the basic building blocks of the XDAC System. The PEP and PDP have threading capabilities to allow for large scale access control. To expedite access control decisions, I programmed a caching system that runs in conjunction with the PEP. And, as a means of accounting for the decisions and actions of nodes in the XDAC System, the server applications contain logging functionality. Finally, I have provided a detailed description of reference PDPs, security issues, and possible applications of the XDAC System.

The capabilities of the XDAC System distinguish it from other systems like Shibboleth and Cardea in that its modular design and effective node to node to protocol create a distributed environment with a wealth of advantages. Whereas Shibboleth is a specific instance of distributed access control for higher education, the XDAC System provides a flexible blueprint for any type of access control system. And, unlike Cardea, the XDAC System has an XACML extended SAML language which enables for efficient communication across nodes and an accurate packaging mechanism for XACML Attributes and Responses.

Overall, by separating the enforcement process from the decision making process, the XDAC System has lent itself to be an incredibly flexible application. Its modular architecture scales to the internet and allows individual entities to play a large role in the decision process of a universal resource. It is platform independent and is not limited to any given environment that may require access control. It embodies the universal, widely adaptable, and powerful characteristics of XACML and the accountable and cross-node capable communication aspects of SAML. And finally, even with all of the innovations, the XDAC System is secure, efficient, and at the forefront of ensuring access control in the future.
12  Glossary

- **access control**: controlling access in accordance with a policy.

- **assertion package**: a package of assertions that include the base assertion and the client assertions.

- **attribute authority**: an authority which manages a repository containing client information, and a component of the XDAC Model. An LDAP server would be an example of an attribute authority.

- **base assertion**: The assertion composed of the base attributes acquired by a PEP from the client.

- **base attributes**: The XACML attributes formulated from the DN name of the client certificate, the inputted action and resource by the client, and the environment. The base attributes are compiled by the PEP and are bundled into the base assertion.

- **client**: the requester of a resource.

- **control point**: the point at which a resource can be accessed. The PEP runs on a control point.

- **XDAC Model**: Distributed Access Control Model; a representation including the component structure of nodes and the communication path between nodes in the XDAC System.

- **XDAC System**: Distributed Access Control System; the classification used to describe a collection of nodes that together achieve access control for a given set of resources.

- **institution**: a business, college, government organization, or affiliated group.

- **Internet**: the specific, historic, ubiquitous worldwide digital communications network.

- **internet**: any interconnection among or between private, industrial or governmental computer networks.

- **Link**: In the XDAC System, a connection between any two nodes. Links include client-PEP, PEP-PDP, and PDP-Reference Node.

- **node**: The component of a distributed system which in the case of the XDAC System can be a client, PEP, PDP, or Attribute Authority.

- **PDP**: Policy Decision Point; a component of the XDAC Model which evaluates requests from a PEP and returns a response to that PEP of Permit, Not Applicable, Indeterminate, or Deny. A PDP can optionally refer to an attribute authority or other PDP through a reference connection.
• **PEP**: Policy Enforcement Point: a component of the XDAC Model which enforces the access decision returned by a PDP.

• **XACML Policy**: a set of rules written in XML. A PDP evaluates an XACML Request against XACML Policies.

• **reference node**: Either an attribute authority or another PDP. Reference nodes are contacted by a PDP who seeks further information about a client.

• **session**: the period from when a client is authenticated by a PEP to when a client disconnects from the PEP.

• **SAML**: Security Assertion Markup Language; an XML framework for exchanging authentication and authorization information.

• **trust model**: The description of what is necessary to maintain trust in the XDAC System.

• **XACML**: eXtensible Access Control Markup Language; an XML framework.
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APPENDIX

A The XDAC Model Flow of Execution

![Diagram of the XDAC Model](image)

Figure 6: Diagram of the XDAC Model (based on diagram by Fang Pei fang.pei@dartmouth.edu)

1. **The Requestor Connects to the PEP over SSL.** The requestor optionally sends client assertions acquired from the attribute authority. During this connection, the requestor inputs an action and a resource to the input handler. The subject attribute is obtained through the distinguished name of client certificate and environment attribute is built by the PEP based on the current environment. Together these attributes are compiled to form the base assertion.

2. **PEP Sends Assertions to PDP over SSL.** If no cache match is found matching the base
attributes, the PEP signs the base assertion and includes it along with any client assertions into a SAML Response. This package of data is set to the PDP. On receiving these assertions, the PDP validates the assertions, keeping only those that it trusts. From these remaining assertions, the PDP forms an XACML request.

3. **PDP Sends XACML Request to XACML PDP** With the XACML Request, the PDP consults the evaluating XACML PDP.

4. **XACML PDP Evaluates Request Against Policies** The XACML PDP refers to the locally stored policies in the Policy Repository, evaluating the XACML Request.

5. **XACML PDP Returns XACML Response to PDP.** The decision in the response can be either Permit, Deny, Not Applicable, Indeterminate, or Pending. The response can optionally include an obligation. The PDP has the option of skipping to step 9 and responding to the PEP, or continuing to step 6 for further evaluation. The PDP would continue to step 6 if a Pending response was returned along with an obligation specifying which reference nodes are to be contacted for further information.

6. **PDP Contacts Reference Nodes.** The PDP contacts the reference nodes specified in the obligation. A reference node can be either an Attribute Authority or another PDP. In the case of the attribute authority, the request/response process for client attributes can utilize SAML Requests, thereby having SAMLXACMLAttributeStatements returned in SAML Assertions. In the case of reference PDPs, either policies could be requested for, or the PDP could send the assertions from the PEP. The response would either be a set of policies or a SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement, both contained within signed assertions. The PDP then compiles this newly acquired information along with the assertions from the PEP into a new XACML Request.

7. **PDP Sends Updated XACML Request to XACML PDP.** The XACML PDP evaluates the updated XACML Request, referring to the Policy Repository once again, and then formulates an XACML Response.

8. **XACML PDP Returns Updated XACML Response to PDP.** Same as step 5.

9. **PDP Responds to the PEP.** PDP extracts XACML Result from XACML Response. The XACML Result is included in a SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement along with the XACML Request used by the XACML PDP. The SAMLXACMLDecisionStatement is enclosed within a SAMLAssertion which is signed by the PDP. The signed assertion is sent to the PEP in a SAML Response. On receiving the response, if the decision is not permit, then the PEP moves to step 11. If the response is permit, then the PEP continues on to step 10.

10. **PEP Prepares a Resource Access Handle.** If the decision returned by the PDP is permit, the PEP creates a handle which will allow the client to access the resource with the requested action, under the specification of any obligations.

11. **PEP Responds to Client.** If the decision is deny, indeterminate, or not applicable, the PEP returns a deny response to the Client. If the decision is permit, the PEP returns a
permit response along with the handle to the resource.
B  PEP-local Environment Attribute Formulation

In the distributed environment, the PEP assumes the PDP will use environment attributes, even though an XACML request does not require environment attributes. This consideration was made on the basis that giving more information can only aid the evaluation process, while including one extra line of XML will not really effect efficiency. One question that did arise when using environment attributes on the distributed level is which environment should be considered? In an XDAC system where the client may be in location X, the PEP is in location Y, and the PDP is in location Z, which environment should be correct in the decision making process? There are many arguments that can be made for each of the sides. The best answer is consistency. As long as everyone plays by the same rules, then the system will function correctly. However in a distributed environment, getting all the nodes in the internet to agree would be near impossible, and thus in the scenario where a policy specifies that a user can access a building between 8am and 5pm, as long as the request is made in the right time zone, there is the chance that a user can have access to the building at any time, an obvious security problem. This scenario argues against having the client application be the determiner of the environment. But depending on the implementation, similar arguments can be made against the PEP and PDP. In this system, the PEP's environment is used based on the belief that the environment of the resources best applies to request, assuming that the PEP and the resources are on the same machine. Thus, similar to the subject-id, action, and resource, the PEP creates an XACML attribute for the environment of the PEP.

C  Example

In the following example, a Dartmouth Student Bluto requests to read from the website http://www.jstor.org/. He requests the resource from the JSTOR PEP. The JSTOR PEP consults the Dartmouth PDP, who evaluates the attributes sent from the PEP. The Dartmouth PDP returns a response to the JSTOR PEP who then permits Bluto to access the resource. Included below are the following (1) the initialization settings of the PEP (2) the initialization settings of the PDP (3) The client assertions attained from an attribute authority (4) A snapshot of the text interface for a client (5) the XACML Request formulated by the PDP based on the assertions from PEP (6)the policy used for JSTOR requests (7) the PEP log after the access control session (8) the PDP log after the access control session.

C.1 Initializing PEP

```java
>> java XPEP -external -cache_global
***********Welcome to the PEP server*****************

PEP Initialized to the following settings...
PDP TYPE................External
```
C.2 Initializing PDP

```
>> java XPDP

***************Welcome to the PDP server***************

PDP Initialized to the following settings...
Port.................4444
POLICY DIRECTORY........../POLICY_DIR
LOGGING.................Enabled
LOG DIRECTORY.........../LOG

Initialized on Mon May 24 19:35:01 EDT 2004

PDP running on port 4444 in SSL mode
Waiting for request connections...
```

C.3 Client Assertions from Attribute Authority

```

  <XACMLAttributeSet>
    <Subject><NameIdentifier NameQualifier="1269287">Bluto</NameIdentifier></Subject>
  </XACMLAttributeSet>

    <AttributeValue>sean.smith@dartmouth.edu</AttributeValue>
  </Attribute>

    <AttributeValue>XKI Group</AttributeValue>
  </Attribute>

</Assertion>
```

<ds:Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"/>
C.4 Client Connection to PEP

>> java SSLClient -client Bluto -ks KEY_DIR/key_bluto

Connectiong...

Sending available attributes from file Bluto.assert...

Welcome Bluto to XACML access control terminal

Please enter resource: http://www.jstor.org/
Please enter action: read
Decision: Access Permitted

Please enter resource:

C.5 XACML Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Request xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:context">
  <Subject SubjectCategory="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject-category: access-subject"/>
</Request>
C.7 PEP Log

File --> Mon May 24 19:34:35 EDT 2004.log

Begin Log...

**************Welcome to the PEP server**************

PEP Initialized to the following settings...
POP TYPE .................. External
POP LOCATION ............... mazook.kiewit.dartmouth.edu:4444
PEP-PEP Protocol ........... SAML over SSL
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C.8 PDP Log

Log file --> Mon May 24 19:36:00 EDT 2004.log

*****************************Welcome to the PDP server directory*****************************

PDP Initialized at the... Port: 4444
POLICY DIRECTORY / POLICY_DIR
LOGGING enabled
LOG DIRECTORY: ../LOG

Initialized on Mon May 24 19:35:01 EDT 2004

1) Request received on Mon May 24 19:38:31 EDT 2004
2) Request from the following certificate...
   [ ]
   Version: V1
   Subject: CN=PEP Server Administrator, O=PEP Server, U=Security Inc., L=Hanover, ST=NH, C=US
   Signature Algorithm: SHA1withDSA, OID = 1.2.640.10040.4.3

   Key: Sun DSA Public Key
   Parameters: DSA
   p = 2f7f3811d76122952d4a9e2f6e1175d23ce4400c31e380b6512669
   4e54024f51f3693d8d8b40ab013e3823b9e658d7cd813b018d4f62f6606b7
   6b9b9ea0a49f9e8047b1022c42fb9a7dfe7c61b833b57e76e8a6a10f4b8b
   4476351c00320360413e1a619322675f3ace2b61972af7e2203199d61450c7
   q = 976608e15230b2c3292b2f6a2a2eb40b0f0681cf6
g: f7e1a085 d6b3d6e cbbca6bc 36b87b9 7994afbb fa3aee82 f9574c0b 3d078d87
51f9d78e bad694f e67701b 81c6449 1672c8e5 4c2861c3 b7cf0922 8c8a6e1
3c167d9b 8478d28 e033e6ee 2bb3a675 9106a37f 0bfa2136 d21fbf62 7a01243b
cced9be a86196f7 a853e9e1 5ae9f6f8 929b666b e0765d52e 64014c3b fectf3f2cf

y: 6b81cfcf c2219806 da7a39e6 cf2b9765 2107f3e8b 0864e0 2c99e70 238bd4e3
d3a7e6c5 914933c6 913b99e c58906ef 9e66c6f b248896a 8ceda7ee 2689283c
4b43d6c8 99eb621d 1242224c 8b3e6e89 e3b3a6bc 2d98e2d1 43f8b1af
8d3d98c3 b42a09f2 22840f41 4383174 930dbd47 7f943d8e 675682cf

Validity: [From: Fri Mar 26 18:48:06 EST 2004,
To: Thu Jun 24 19:45:06 EDT 2004]
Issuer: CN=PEP Server Administrator, O=PEP Server, C=Security Inc., L=Hanover, ST=NH, C=US
SerialNumber: [ 4064c136 ]

Algorithm: [SHA1withDSA]
Signature:
0000: 30 2c 02 14 28 06 04 03 18 0e 0d 12 88 38 7c 18 0...{..}......
0010: 66 5b 04 11 90 e5 69 25 02 14 19 f4 11 78 82 0b f.....\....x
0020: 2f e0 03 18 df 33 18 22 eb 00 06 00 02 00 /...3."....

1> Incoming request ......


</Conditions>

<XACMDAttributeStatement>
    <Subject><NameIdentifier>Bluto</NameIdentifier></Subject>
    <XACMDAttributeSet>
            <AttributeValue>Bluto</AttributeValue>
        </Attribute>

            <AttributeValue>http://www.jstor.org</AttributeValue>
        </Attribute>
    </XACMDAttributeSet>
</XACMDAttributeStatement>